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Data Distributing Selects Rimage as DISCO Partner
DISCO is a Digital Secure Patient Chart Copy Solution
September 19, 2007 – Santa Cruz, CA - Data Distributing and Rimage today announce a strategic
alliance to deliver DISCO, Digital Secure Copy, a new patient chart copy solution for medical records
departments.
“DISCO needed a powerhouse CD publishing system to support the rigors of a medical records
department’s ROI fulfillment demands,” says Nancy Fisher, President and CEO of Data Distributing.
“Rimage’s flagship line, the Professional Series, represents the cornerstone of DISCO solutions, and we
are thrilled to announce this partnership.”
About DISCO
DISCO is a fully integrated, chart copy solution used by medical records departments for ROI (release of
information) fulfillment. DISCO application software is bundled with Rimage CD Publishing Systems and
interfaces with the hospital network, allowing medical records professionals to provide third party
requestors with digital chart copies in lieu of expensive and cumbersome paper chart copies. For additional information on DISCO, visit our web site at www.discomedical.com.
About Data Distributing
Founded in 1984, Data Distributing develops innovative, digital records management and DICOM solutions, providing the integration and professional services, to a growing number of end users and channel
partners worldwide. This international company, headquartered in California, creates solutions that are
used by hundreds of leading medical centers. For additional information on Data Distributing, please call
(949) 598-1880 extension 1213, or visit Data Distributing’s web site at www.datadistributing.com.
About Rimage
Rimage Corporation (www.rimage.com) is the world's leading provider of recordable CD, DVD and Bluray (BD) publishing systems, which are used to produce discs with customized digital content on an ondemand basis. Rimage's publishing systems, which span the range from high to low CD/DVD/BD
production volumes, integrate robotics, software and surface label printers into a complete publishing
solution.
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